Progressive damage and failure in open hole composite laminate coupons subjected to felxural loading is modeled using Enhanced Schapery Theory (EST). Previous studies have demonstrated that EST can accurately predict the strength of open hole coupons under remote tensile and compressive loading states. This homogenized modeling approach uses single composite shell elements to represent the entire laminate in the thickness direction and significantly reduces computational cost. Therefore, when delaminations are not of concern or are active in the post-peak regime, the version of EST presented here is a good engineering tool for predicting deformation response. Standard coupon level tests provides all the input data needed for the model and they are interpreted in conjunction with finite element (FE) based simulations. Open hole bending test results of three different IM7/8552 carbon fiber composite layups agree well with EST predictions. The model is able to accurately capture the curvature change and deformation localization in the specimen at and during the post catastrophic load drop event.
I. Introduction
Failure analysis of laminated fiber reinforced composite panels with open holes is a challenging problem because of the various failure modes involved and their mutual interactions. This complex problem presents the challenge of developing progressive failure analysis tools which can carry out the analysis in a cost effective and mesh-objective manner. Enhanced Schapery Theory (EST) 1, 2 achieves this task by accounting for the pre and post peak non-linearities using the Schapery theory 3, 4 and crack band 5 models respectively. EST is a lamina level deformation, damage and failure prediction approach. Consequently, the inputs to EST that reflect the effects of damage and failure at scales below this scale (those that can be modeled using micromechanics, for example the kink band angle in fiber compression) must also be obtained in a manner that preserves the length scale of interest. Previous studies carried out by Davidson et al. 6 and Joseph et al.
2 presented a unified model for the open hole tension (OHT) and open hole compression (OHC) strength predictions using Enhanced Schapery Theory (EST). The EST model is extended in the present study to address the failure events when the open hole coupon is subjected to flexural loading. The complexity of the failure events due to the stress concentrations near the hole is escalated to the next level with the presence of a bending moment in the specimen that subjects some plies to tensile loading and others to compressive loading. Therefore, and unlike the in-plane tension or compression problem, a specimen subjected to bending has varying in-plane strains in the through-the-thickness direction and hence is a very good problem to validate any progressive failure model. This paper compares EST predictions for three different IM7/8552 carbon fiber composite laminates under bending loading conditions with experiments. The results demonstrtae ESTs capability for making excellent prediction while keeping computational costs to a minimum. Computational efficiency is achieved by using a single composite shell element for modeling all the layers in the thickness direction. The disadvantage of this approach is it's inability to capture delamination failure modes and therefore it is suitable for layup families where delamination events prior to the peak load point are negligible. This family, fortunately, is quite large.
II. Finite Element Modeling
Progressive failure of the open hole bending (OHB) specimens under 4-point bend loading conditions as shown in figure 1 , is analyzed using EST. The model has a load span of 76.2mm and a support span of 152.4mm. Abaqus general contact algorithm is used for modeling the contact between the plate and the load/support pins. Pins are modeled using Abaqus analytical rigid elements and the diameters of the support and load pins are 9.525mm and 6.35mm respectively. All the degrees of freedom of the support pins are fixed and displacements in the z-direction are applied on the loading pins. Finite element mesh used in the study satisfies the stress convergence requirements and the crack band requirements for element size. Geometric non-linearity is used in the model as the rotaions are significant under flexural loading. EST is implemented as a user material subroutine (VUMAT) within the Abaqus/explicit solver (Abaqus is the name of a widely use commercial finite element software package) and the in-plane failure of the laminate is modeled using 4-node shell elements. Since EST cannot account for delamination mode of failure, the results obtained using EST are expected to give an upper bound for the strength of the laminate. Table  1 shows the three different layups used for the OHB analyses. The same mesh and modeling approach is used for all three layups and it was also found in the study that depending on the layup, mesh refinement requirements could be different. The mesh chosen here gives a converged gradient stress field near the hole for all three different layups. A typical stress-strain response of an EST element is shown in figure 3 . The model assumes that the prepeak non-linearity is caused by the development of matrix micro-cracks, predominantly due to local states of shear (and also transverse strains). In EST micro-crack development is referred to as damage while the coalesence of these microcracks to form a macroscopic crack is referred to as failure. In essence, if a suitable measure of stress and corresponding conjugate strain response shows a positive tangent stiffness (but one that changes), and if the instantaneous and decreasing tangent stiffness is positive, then damage is accruing at the microscale (which is how the body is dissipating energy), while the state at which this tangent stiffness for the first time becomes negative is identified as the onset of failure. Matrix micro-cracking affects only the transverse and shear stiffness properties and the axial stiffness value is unaffected by it.
3, 4 This assumption is valid as the axial stiffness is dominated by the fiber material properties. Schapery theory uses polynomial functions for representing the non-linear behavior in transverse and shear responses. Schapery microdamage functions used in this study are given in table 2 for IM7/8552. Shear microdamage functions are directly calculated from ±45 tension tests and the transverse microdamage response is obtained from the virtual testing of a representative unit cell (RUC) according to the procedure give in Ng et al. 7 It is also assumed that transverse microdamge function is the same in both tension and compression, even though different responses are permitted wuthin the theory. Microcracks that develop in the matrix coalesce to form macroscopic cracks, and the onset of failure is also when Schapery damage evolution is disabled in the model. In the absence of shear, transverse failure can occur without the development of micro-cracks or damage. Three main in-plane failure mechanisms are addressed in EST and these are matrix mode I cracking, matrix mode II cracking and axial fiber failure (mode I). While axial failure is independent of the matrix failure modes, matrix mode I and mode II failure are related to each other and their interaction is defined by a mixed-mode failure initiation and propagation laws.
1, 2 All three failure mechanisms are modeled using crack band theory. The fundamental principle behind the crack band theory is expressed by the equation below. (equation 1).
Crack band theory is an effective, element level approach to model the onset and propagation of macroscopic cracks in a mesh objective manner. The theory is a two parameter failure model which requires the strength and fracture toughness parameters as input,.
5 Strain-based initiation criteria define various failure mode initiations in EST. Upon the initiation of failure, the crack band model acts like entities in series with one representing the elastic part and the other representing the cracking mechanism. The total strain in the element is a sum of the elastic strain and the crack strain as shown in equation 1. This idea is effectively summarised in the figure 3. The area indicated by S in the figure accounts for the energy dissipated due to microdamage evolution. G c /l e term shows the energy dissipated in the case of failure, where G c is the fracture toughness of the material and l e is the element characteristic length used in the finite element implementation. All the elastic and failure properties required for the EST model are shown in table 3. The axial and transverse stiffness properties are assumed to be the same in both tension and compression. But the failure properties are assumed to be different in tension and compression. One of the critical parameters which affects the peak load is the fiber direction fracture toughness. Since EST uses a single composite shell element, it is required to scale the fracture toughness with the layup according to the approach suggested by Camanho and Catalatonni. 8 More discussions on the failure parameters can be found in Joseph et al.
2
All the input parameter used in this open hole bending study are the same as the input parameters used in the previous open hole tension/compression study. 2 The reader is advised to refer to Pineda and Waas 1 and Joseph et al. 2 for more details on the EST model. A discussion on the mesh-objectivity of the EST model can be found in Pineda and Waas. A limitation of the crack band model is the maximum element size which can be used for producing mesh objective results. This correspond to the element size for which the stress-strain response in figure 3 shows a vertical stress drop after the peak stress. Element sizes larger than this lead to physically incorrect snap-back behavior. The critical element length to prevent this behavior is given by,
III. Results and Discussion
Failure events in the bending case are much more complex than the other in-plane loading cases such as open hole tension and open hole compression. When subjected to bending, the top layers of the specimen undergo compressive loading and the bottom layers undergo tensile loading. Figures 4, 6 and 8 show the load displacement plot form the EST simulations compared against the test results for the laminates 50/40/10, 25/50/25 and 10/80/10 respectively. Load in the plots correspond to the total reaction force in the z-direction on the load pins and the displacement is the movement of the loading pin in the z-direction. For each layup EST simulations are compared against two test results. Table 4 shows the summary of the comparison. For the 50/40/10 laminate, EST prediction agrees very well with the experiments as shown in figure 4 . This layup has a large percentage of 0 layers and hence the strength is mainly driven by the fiber failure mechanisms. The approach of fiber direction fracture toughness scaling is also more appropriate in this layup due to the 0 layer dominance. Every +45 or -45 or 90 layer in this layup is sandwiched between 0 layers and this can significantly suppress the matrix failure mechanisms in them. This might not hold true if the +45,-45 or 90 layers were thicker as matrix failure events occur earlier in thick layers compared to thin layers. This example demonstrates that EST can accurately predict the results as long as the fiber failure properties are correct. Similar agreement between the experiments and simulations are seen in this layup for open hole tension/compression.
2 Figure 5 shows the laminate degradation states corresponding to the three modes of failures at the two piece failure stage predicted by EST. It has to be kept in mind that the model cannot predict the crack paths accurately due to the accumulation of finite element stress calculation errors following element failure events. However the model is able to capture the two piece failure crack path fairly well in this case. While the fiber failure is over a narrow region, matrix failure is spread over a larger region as one would expect. EST prediction for the 25/50/25 laminate does not agree quite well with the experiments. There is significant variation between the test data itself. More number of tests are to be conducted for this layup to make a better comparison with simulation. However the larger non-linear region close to the peak load in the experimental curves indicate that delamination is a significant failure mechanism here. Larger peak load predicted by EST can be attributed to it's inability to account for delamination mode of failure. Degradation states shown in figure 7 indicates very large matrix failure region compared to other layups and suggests that future studies on this layup will have to include delamination interface elements in the model. A similar over-prediction behavior was also observed in the open hole tension/compression study of this layup. For all the layups studied, failure events are initiated by the tranvsverse/shear failure initiation in the 90/45 layer on the outer laminae under tension. The final load drop happens when the 0 layers fail in compression. Thus, compressive failure is a strength limiting mechanism. In the 10/80/10 laminate case, fiber failure is more controlled by the matrix failure in the adjacent layers. Since the failure strain and fracture toughness in the fiber direction are lower in compression than in tension, it is expected that the final failure occurs due to the compressive failure in the top layers. When this happens, instantaneous failure in the other layers due to compression/tension occurs and the specimen loses its load bearing capacity. A remarkable achievement of the present EST model is it's ability to capture the curvature change in the beam through the damage development, peak load attainment and post-peak response. Figure 10 shows the curvature of the beam just before the peak load and after the two-piece failure. The laminate fracture toughness scaling used in this study is particularly suited for in-plane problems. More investigation is required to develop a better scaling condition for the bending case. Ideally, this can be achieved through a high-fdielity miromechanics study of a representative volume element that contains multiple laminae. For simplicity the effect of bending on laminate fracture toughness is ignored here. Even with all the limitations of a single shell model, it is quite remarkable that the EST model agrees very well with experimental data for the laminates studied here.
IV. Conclusion
The validity of EST as a computationally efficient and accurate model for capturing the in-plane failure in a composite laminate with stress concentrations due to holes/notches has been established in previous studies. More complex loading conditions such as bending is addressed in the present study and the failure events due to that are predicted using EST. Overall, experimental results are found to agree very well with the EST predictions. Comparison shows that the modeling strategy can accurately predict the failure patterns and the change in curvature of the specimen after the catastrophic load drop. The model, as expeted, is seen to over-predict the strength for layups and loading conditions when delamination is an important failure mechanism. More study on the laminate fracture toughness scaling is needed to address this issue. Another way of solving this issue is by including delamination interface elements, however this can increase the computational cost. In cases where lay-up rules permit to rule out delamination as an important failure mode (that is, those cases that show compressive peel stresses between layers0, EST is a cost-effective predictive tool for virtual testing of composite structures.
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